
 

Good morning, 
 
I would like to thank you all for your support during the past (very challenging) year, but I am sure 
that by now, most of you may have seen or heard the wonderful news that once again, we can plan 
to welcome visitors to our homes. This is something that our residents really enjoy and benefit from, 
and that our staff also look forward to. We are aiming as a group, to open to visitors from Monday 
8th March 2021, but do please check with the individual homes directly to ensure that they are in a 
position to do so safely. 
 
The return to visiting indoors is not completely straightforward and we ask for your patience and 
assistance to ensure it happens safely and fairly for all. In order to enable visiting to go ahead each 
family/friend group, will need to nominate a ‘named’ member, who will be the ‘designated visitor’ 
for their loved one. This must be the same person each time and unfortunately cannot be ‘rotated’ 
through the family. Once that is decided, please contact the home management team who will 
record this information in your loved one’s care plan file . 
 
As the designated visitor, you will then need to book each visit in advance with the home directly 
(initially one visit per week) so that we can carefully and safely monitor the numbers of visitors to 
the homes at any one time and also ensure all residents have the opportunity to receive a visitor. 
You should arrive 30 minutes ahead of your visit time and be prepared to undergo a Covid-19 Lateral 
Flow Test (LFD) which must be ‘negative’ before any visit can go ahead 
 
The results take around 30 minutes and you should wait either in your car, or in a designated space 
(please speak to the home about this) until a staff member passes on your results. Once we have a 
negative result, you will be asked to sanitise your hands with hand gel and wear personal protective 
equipment (PPE) in the form of: 
Type 11R face mask  
Nitrile gloves 
Disposable apron 
All of which, we will provide for you and staff will assist you to put on should you need any help  
 
You will then be shown to your loved one’s room (if they are nursed in bed) or to the inside visiting 
area by a member of staff and enjoy a private visit (initially around 30 minutes) before being shown 
out by a member of staff and your PPE removed and disposed of.  This same process will be 
repeated for each visit 
 
During your visits you will be able to hold hands (with PPE on at all times) but we must ask that you 
do not hug or kiss your loved one, as required by Public Health England and HM Government 
 
Please be assured that our housekeeping teams will ensure the area you are visiting is regularly and 
thoroughly cleaned 
 
Please note that we are required to register all LFD test results on the Government portal, so you 
will be asked for some personal information in order for us to do this. If you have any questions or 
concerns, please speak to a member of the home management team 
 
In the event of a ‘positive’ result your visit will not be able to go ahead, you will be asked to leave 
and arrange a test at a designated centre (results can take anywhere from 24-96 hours) if negative, 



please rebook your visit and show the negative result to the staff team on arrival. You will, however, 
still have to undergo a further LFD test on the day of your visit, which again must be ‘negative’ 
before proceeding 
 
In addition to designated indoor visitors, the visiting ‘Pods’ will also remain open for additional 
booked visits by other family members/friends, again these must be booked in advance to ensure 
staff are able to facilitate them safely – please contact the homes directly with any queries regarding 
these 
 
We would also encourage you to continue with the Skype/Zoom/Facetime calls, which have proved 
hugely successful in all of our homes, and which have brought our reside nts a great deal of pleasure, 
enabling them to maintain contact with the family and friends during what has been a very difficult 
time 
 
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, or would just like an update on your loved one, 
please contact the homes directly and speak to a member of the management team 
 
I would like to close by thanking you all for your unending patience during what has been a very 
challenging and uncertain time, but with the national vaccination programme and strict social 
distancing measures, along with the Government ‘roadmap’ out of lockdown, we believe that we are 
moving towards a more ‘normal’ future for all of us 
 
Once again, thank you from all at Eastgate Care for your support and continued patience  
 
 
Lorraine Abbiss RN 
 

Operations Manager 
Eastgate Care Ltd 
 
 


